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I
an opportunity to further reduce,the interceptions pf
weak stocks of Columbia River chinook salmon.

The Pacific Fishery Management Council manages
salmon fisheries from three to 200 miles off the coast.
State regul~tions that extend to three miles offshore must
be consistent with Pacific Fishery Management Council
regulations. Since 1980, ocean commercial and recre
ational fisheries have been constrain~din both season

/ length and allowable harvest, compared to earlier years.
,Salmon seasons off Alaska are regulated by the State of .
, Alaska, but must be consistent with PacificSalrnon Com
~ion recommendations.

Th~ Cohuhbia River Fish Management Plan, devel
oped as part of the agreement reached under U.S. y; Ore
gQll, established a process that the Columbia River
Treaty tribes and state m";'agement agencies use to regu
late tribal and non-tribal fisheries in the river. The state
of Idaho and the Shoshone-Bannock Tribes are not signa
tories to this agreement. The plan sets specific goals,

\ timetables and methods for cooperative management of
salmon and steelhead stocks, including both natural and
hatchery fish production and allocation of harvests.

The Columbia River Compact is the forum used to
set cOfIlIIlercial fishing regulations in the river. Congress
ratified the agreement between Oregon and Washington
for the regulation, preservation and protection of fish in
waters over which the states ~hare jtlrisdiction. The state
of Idaho is·not a member of this compact, nor are the In
dian tribes. While the individual states set their own
sport fishing regulations for the river, these regulations
must complement previous agreements for conservation
and allocation for other fisheries.

All the tribal governments involved in salmon and
, steelhead harvest have regulations to control and man
age the harvest in tribal commercial, ceremonial and sub
si~tenie fish,eries. K'hese regulations are coordinated with
State regulations,
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INTRODUCTION
Because of the critical status of some salm9tl stocks

and the need to realize the benefits of changes m hydro
system operations, the number of salmon harvested
must be further limited to allow a sufficient number of
adult fish to retpm to spawn. Those salmon.that return,
called the escapement, must do so in large enough num
bers to rebuild ,the 'populations, not just to sustain cur
rent low numbers.

'Control of harvest, therefore, is a critic~ componlmt
in building a long-term, sustained increa'f' in runs. That
slIIlple concept is the only thing that is simple about har
vest. Harvest control is complicated by the ~act that regu
lations fall under a number of jurisdictions, that there Is
a rnixed""tock fishery, and that the demand for salmon
to harvest generally exceeds the supply.

Harvest has been shaped by decades of negotiations
between the Unitedptates and Canada, and by extensive
litigation thafhas involved ocean and inriver fisheries
and treaty and non-treaty fisheries.

A 1985 treaty between the United States and Canada'
provides for international manag\,ment of stocks that
rrugrate·through waters of both nations. The Pacific
Salmon Corrunission, formed under the treaty, makes
recommendations to both nations on the conduct of
salmon fisheries, The treaty tut back interceptions of
salmon returning to Northwest rivers, Stocks of chinook
salmon, particularly upper river bright fall chinook from
the Columbia River, benefited from the overall cap on
chinook harvested in Canadian and Alaskan fisheries,
Importantly, the interception of Colw;nbia River salmon
by British Colurnbia is directly related to the interception
of salmon of Canadian origin in U.S, fisheries (Alaska
and Washington), Further reductions in the Canadian
interception of Columbia River stocks may require
.n6rthern Washington fishermen to reduce their harve~t
of Fraser River sockeye, for example, Parties to the treaty
will meel in1],993'to discuss revisions, 1his will provide
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SECTIONS

In this harvest section, the Council makes no claim to
regulatory authority. It clearly recognizes the fishery
managers' jurisdiction and trib,al treaty rights, and no
measure is intended to affect or modify these rights. The
Council also acknowledges that there has been substan
tial progress in harvest management over several de
cades and that declines in harvest levels have come at
considerable economic cost to tribal, coastal and inland
communities.

Nevertheless, additional measures are necessary if
the region is to meet its long-term goal of biological di
verSity by rebuilding weak runs, and if it is to provide
sustainable and adequate harvest levels for tribal, sport
and commercial fisheries.

One of the major ~alleng~sharvest managers face is
that the fisheries in both the ocean and mainStem Colum
bia River are mostly mixed-stock fisheries (see Section
5.3 for additional discussion of mixed-stock fisheries).

Another difficult and related problem is that there
are more demands for salmon fo< harvest than there are
harvestable fish. The fishing power of commercial fleets
is much larger than necessary to take the harvestable sur
plus of salmon each year. The recreational fishery also
has grown over the years and is capable of harvesting
large numbers of salmon. The large demand for salmon
to harvest puts a great deal of pressure on the manage
ment systems to deliver the ma~imumnumber of fish for
harvest. Ina~equateinformation and budgets, and tl\e
variable nature of the salmon, the environment and the
fishing fleets, all m'ake it extremely difficult to precisely
manage harvest impacts on weak stocks.

In the Columbia River Basin, the problem associated
with mixed-stock fisheries results, at least in part, from
operation of an increasing number of hatcheries. The
mixed-stock fishery problem cannot be resolved without
implementing a harvest management program that coor
dinates han'~stof production from different areas and
also is consistent with both hatchery and nah¥al produc
tion. The solution also requires the development and im
plementation of complementary programs to increase
the productivity and survival of wild and naturally
spawning stocks throughout their life cycle. It is the
Council's belief.that progress in improved stock identifi
cation and in technology that permits selective fisheries
has the potential for allowing greater harvest of strong
stocks and greater protection ofw~ak ones. Regional
fisheries interests are particularly urged to press for ad
ditional gains in both areas.

The Council has developed measures in this section
that call for:

• Development of a program that will help fishery
, managers identify weak stocks so that these stocks

can be afforded better protection in mixed-stock
fisheries.
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• Ongofug review and revision of sport and commer
cial fishing regulations in areas where Weak stocks
are found.

• More complete accounting of salmon harvest in gen
eral and, in particular, as a by-<atch in fisheries for
other species.

• Improved law enforcemeht to reduce illegal taking
of salmon and public education programs concern
ing the impacts of illegal or wasteful fisheries.

• Development of marking and alternative capture
technology that will allow unmarked wild andnatu
rally spawning salmon to be released safely.

• Development of terminal harvest opportunities in
the Columbia River and tributaries to allow harvest
of stronger stocks while minimizing impacts on
weak ones.

The Council believes the measures in this section can
and should be implemented by the Pacific Salmon Com
mission, Pacific Fishery Management Council, Columbia
Riv,er Compact, and other existing state and tribal man
agement entities.

Th\' Council also believes that the state of Idaho and
the appropriate Columbia River Basin tribes, if they be
lieve their membership appropriate, should be included
in the Columbia River Compact.

5.1 HARVEST GOALS,
OBJECTIVES AND
REBUILDING SCHEDULES

S.IA Management Goals and
Escapement Objectives

Fishery Managers

1;. Expedite the development and/or re-evaluqtion of
management goals5 and spawning escapement ob
jectives6 (see Section 2). Harvest should be managed
to meet, rebuilding targets, recognizing the statistical
quality of the run forecast and the uncertainties
associated with escapement objectives. Failure to

5. Management goals specify the management intent for the
stock and the number of fish needed to fulfill this intent. .
Management goals also define'the population management
units that may be evolutionarily significant units, stocks, or
collections of stocks.

6.. Escapement objectives specify the number of fish, either
as a single number or a range, required to spawn to fulfill the
biological requirements of the population management unit
and achieve-the management goal over the long term. Es
capement objectives should incorporate the concepts of mini
mum viable population and effective population size"a'nd
accommodate the uncertainty and variability in biological
productivity and ex:vironmental conditions.
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establish and manage for spawning escapement ob
jectives co,uld jeopardize Council support for future
funding of production and habitat measures in the
Council's program.

5.lB Rebuilding Schedules

Fishery Managers
1. Develop and/or review and revise as necessary es

capement objectives and rebuilding schedules as
stated in Sections 2 and 5.1A1. Harvest managers
shoulq especially consider how existing harvest
management and legal agreements can be modified
to assist with achievement of the rebuilding targets.
The dlWelopment of re6uilding schedules for weak
stocks will require the identification and annual
achievement of survival targets at a number of
stages throughout the life cycle of specific weak
stocks.

All Parties
2. Assist in the development of rebuilding schedules

that conside~all sources of.mortality.

5.lC Consultation

Fishery Managers
1. Consult with the Council during April of each year

on, the consistency of harvest management with the
rebuilding schedules and escapement objectives of
the fish and wildlife program. The consultation will
address:

a. the extent to which harvest rates, escapement
objectives and management goals were achieved
during the previous year's harvest season;

b. the extent to which proposed regulations for the
corriing season are expected to achieve harvest
rates, escapement opjectives and management
goals; and .

c. a status report on management goals, escape
ment objectives and rebuilding schedules for

~ weak stocks.

5.2 HARVEST RATES
AND REGIMES

While there is need to reduce harvest to facilitate
rebuilding in the short term, there is also an urgency to
move forward with salmon marking programs and to
develop selective fishing gear and terminal harvest op
portunities to increase harvest over the long term while

_ protecting weak stocks of salmon. Fishery managers
should look for ways of prOViding incentives to furili r
reduce harvest and accelerate the shift to selective fish-
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eries. This section provides manage~with targets, but
does not prescribe means to implement. The manage
ment agencies should have maximum flexibility to be
creative and work with various fiShing interests to come
up with workable harvest strategies that will meet not
only escapement objectives, but also existing and future
Indian treaty requirements and non-treaty allocation,
economic and social objectives. .

Fishery Managers
1. Implement harvest regimes that protect critical

brood stock as part of a comprehensive effort to re
build specific weak runs. Harvest reductions are of
particular importance to protect weak stocks current
ly in the ocean. Manage harvest as outlined here to
help meet escapement and management objectives
and strive to pass through population gains asso
ciated with other elements of this program until re
building schedules are met.

2. pocument how harvest rates were calculated and
develop a standard for expressing harvest rates that
can be used for assessing impacts u\. future fish&ies.
Select an appropriate base period for the calculation
of historical harvest rates as a standard to whidrfu
ture harvest rates can be compared. This information
should be made available as part of the unified re
port called for in this section.

5.2A Sockeye

Manage the fisheries to allow only limited tribal cer
emonial and subsistence sockeye harvest below the con
fluence of the Snake and Columbia rivers to facilitate
ongoing emergency efforts to rebuild the Snake River
population. Commercial fisheries should not be allowed
below the confluence until the Snake River sockeye nul

is rebuilt to a level where the population could support
some incidental harvest without jeopardizing reb~ding
efforts. The Council also understands that the lLS....Y.
Oregon parties are committed to rebuilding, and whe'n
appropriate, will use the U.s. v. Oregon Management
Plan's emergency modification provisions to assist re
building. Relevant parties shquld consult on the poten
tial to target commercial sockeye fisheries in the
Columbia River above the confluence of the Snake River,
while respecting tribal treaty rights.

5.2B Fall Chinook .

Snake River fall chinook have been harvested at
rates too high to allow rebuilding. In the base period
1984-1990, harvest rates were consistently in the range of,
70 percent to 77 percent (averaging 74 percent). Fisheries
affecting Snake River fall chinook should be managed to
provide harvest at a rate no greater than 55 percent in

"
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1992-1995. These fisheries include those falling under
the jurisdiction of the Pacific Salmon Commission and
Pacific Fish~ry Manage,meflt Council, as well as fisheries
within the Columbia River Basin.

The Cquncil strongly urges that fisheries affecting
Snake River fall chiI\ook be further redu>ed below the
specifit:id 55-percent harvest rate using the 'measures de
scribed below, and calls upon fishery managets to
aggressively implement these actions. The Council will
closely monitor rebuilding of the runs and harvest con
straints to ensure that narvest constraints are contribut
ing their appropriate share to rebuilding.

5.2C Spring Chinook

. '- The Council recognizes the efforts of the f~hery .
managers and harvesters to teduce the catch of upriver
spring chinook that began in 1976. Relevant parties
should continue to manage the Columbia River harvest
of spring chinook according to U.S. v. Oregon. Keep im
pacts of lite non-treaty inriver fisheries at about· 4 pet-

.cent of the upriver run, the 1987-1991 average. Monitor
ocean fisheries to ensure that incidental harvest rates
remain low, about 2 percent or les,s of the upriver run.

5.2D Summer Chinook

The Council recognizes that there have been no com
mercial target fisheries for summer chinook sincei1964,
and that the tribal ceremonial and sUDsistence and non
treaty incidental catches of summer chinook have been
fewer than 1,OOD and 100 fish each year, respectively,
since the mid-1980s. Continue to manage for this level of

'. ,impact until the p'opulations rebuild sufficiently to ;llow
a higher incidental harvest rate. Subsequently, manage
the Cdlumpia River harvest of suminer chinook accord-
ing to U.S. y. Oregon. .

·5.2E Voluntary HarVest Reduction'
For All ~isheries '

, Fish Bank,Program

Bonneville, Fishery Managers and
Co~mercialFishers

.J 1. Design and implement a "fish bank" program (simi-
lar to a farm bank where farmers are paid not to
farm) to' temporarily reduce harvest by leasing avail
able fishing permits and/or licenses.,

Fishery Managers

2. Reduce harvest level proporti6nately from that
achieved under-Sections 5.2A-5.2D, above. To deter
ptine the level of reduct~on, use historical catch over
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a specific time or other criteria as the manag~rs
deem effective, feasible and fair (for example, use
the average documented landings for ,the previous
five-.year period).

Bonneville

3. Develop a compensation plan including criteria for
qualifying for and continuinz in the program. Con
tinue the program through 1995. Review its effective
ness annually with the Council. '

4. Fund the planning and implementation of the pro
gram, upon Council approval.

5.3 HARVEST
ALTERNATIVES

One of the major challenges harvest managers face is
that there are mostly mixed-stock fisheries in the. \
mainstem Columbia River, as well as in the ocean. This
means'fi;hers harvest a rrrlxture 'of hatchery-produced
and naturally produced stocks from many different areas
of origin. Because juvenile salmon survival is usually
greater among hatchery-produced fish, these stocks gen
erally can withstand a higher haryest rate than most na't
urally,produced fish. However, fiShers in.mixe?-stock .
fisheries are generally unable to harvest specific stocks
selectively. Thus, naturally produced-stocks and weaker
(fewer individuals in the population) hatchery stocks are
of\en harvested ~t rates appropriate for stronger <itocks.
The result is over-fishing of weaker stocks.

In' order to allow harvest of stronger stocks, some
incidental take of weaker stocks is iftevitable in ~ost
fisheries. Fishery managers use the best available data to
estimate incidental harvest under different fishing re-

.gimes. Fishing seasons and quotas are then set on the
basis of acceptable impacts onweaker stocks. ,

To speed the rate at which weak ~tocks rebuil'd and
to provide opportunities to harvest stronger stocks over
the long term in the Columbia Riverl it is essenti~l that
development and evaluation of live-<:atch fishing tech
n910gies i'fid known-stock fisheries be ;;tarted immedi,
ately. Opportunities for selective harvest in ocean
fisheries are more limited and will depend on better
knowledge of the distrib",tion of various stocks in the
ocean (see Section 5.4).

5.3A' Harve~t Planning

Bonneville

1. Fund the fishery managers and fishers to aevelop
al,\d implement plans to evaluate the feasibility of
live-<:atch fishing technologies and known-stock
fisheries by 1995. Include a detailed analysis of alter
native incentives to encourage known-stock fish-

\
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eries, including direct subsidies for kno.wn~tock
fisheries'in lieu of-not in addition to-mixed~tock

harvest in the mainstem Columbia Ri"er. Consult
with the Council prior to implementation and annu
ally on progress.

5.3B Development of Alternative
Capture Technologies

This measure develops and evaluates capture tech
nologies to incJ;ease harvest of abundanf £ish stocks and
minimize effects on depleted salmon stocks. The gear
should minimize mortality of fish that are to be released.

Bonneville

1. Fund pilot projects to demonstrate the feasibility of
various methods to selectively harvest abundant
stocks while conserving weak stocks. This effort
should provide for participation by harvesters in the
development of new methods and address such
questio~as public acceptance of the proposed tech
nology, number and location of possible fishing sites,
legislative changes needed to apply the proposed.
technology and harvester selection for participation
in the fishery.

5.3C Terminal Harvest Fisheries
in the Columbia River and
Tributaries

I

This measure calls for identification and develop
ment of terminal fishing opportunities to harvest abun
dant stocks while minimizing the incidental harvest of
weak 'tocks.

Bonneville

1. Fund a study to el(aluate potential terminal fishery
sites and opportunities. TJ;is study should include:
general requirements for developing those sites (e.g.,

I
construction of acclimation/release facilities for
hatchery smolts 50 that adult salmon would return
to the area for harvest); the potential number of har
vesters that might be accommodated; type of gear to
be used; and other relevant information needed to I

dete~e the feasibilitY and magnitude of the pro
gram.
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5.4 STOCK
IDENTIFICATION

5.4A Expand 'Cenetic Stock
Identification Sampling

Fishery Managers

1. Develop "'.ld-frnplkment an expanded genetic stock
\ identiIication program for monitoring inriv:er and

,ocean fisheries. Rev~ew the proposed program with
the Council by January 31, 1993, prior to implemen
tation.

Bonneville and Fishery Managers

2. Share the cost of expanding the program to achieve
the desired level of information needed.,

, '

5.4B Improve Genetic Stock
Identification Data Base

Fishery MatiagerS

1. Determine the need for further development of a
genetic stock identification data base for Columbia
River stocks. Evaluate the potential for usmg DNA 
"fingerprinting" and other methods to'identify chi-

'. nook, coho, chum, sockeye and steelhead stocks in
the Columbia River Basin..Review findings and rec
ommendations with the Council by January 31, 1993.
\ "
Bonneville

2. F~d the genetic stock identification program upon
Council approval.,

5.4C Increase Sample Rate of
Harvest

Fishery Managers

1. Develop expanded marking and c~tch sampling prq
grams as required for ocean and inriver fisheries
where Columbia River weak stocks are caught. Re- '
view with the Council as quickly as possible the
magnitude and cost-i!ffectiveness of any expansion
in the existing,marking and catch sampling pro
grams prior to implementation. ,

Bonneville and Fishery Managers

2. Share the cost of expanding marking and sampling
programs to achieve the desired level imd precision
of additional coverage.

..
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Bonneville and Appropriate Tribal, State and
Federal Enforcement Agencies

2, Develop and implement an expanded enforcement
program to provide additional protection to Colum
bia River salmon and steelhead ",ith an emphasis on
weak stocks throughout their life cycle. The program
should include an educational component for the
public. Fund the needed program, and review ac
complishments and scope of the program annually
with the Council.

5.5E Inclusion of Idaho and
Indian Tribes in Columbia River
Compact

5.5D Voluntary Commercial
Fishing Permit Buy":Back Program

States and C;::ongress

1. Enact legislation to inclu~e Idaho and appropriate
Columbia River Basin tribes, if they deem their
membership appropriat.e, in the Columbia·River.
Compact.

Illegal Domestic Ocean and River
Harvest

Washington, Oregon, Bonnevilll,! and
Regional Utilities

1. Develop and fund a voluntary commerciaUishing
permit buy-back program for noh-treaty Columbia ~

River commercial fisheries. The program should be
limited to tw~ to four years. The goals of the pro- '
gram are generally to: <\) reduce fishing capaCity on
the river; b) respond to dislocations resulting from
more restrictive harvest regulation; c) en'courage
shifting to selective and/or terminal harvest practic-
es employing improved marking and selective har
vest fechnologies as they are identified and become
available; and d) promote sound management, con
servation and protection of the resource, Oregon and' t

'

Washington should retire any permits bought out
under this program, and no substitute permits'
should be issued in 'their stead. '5.5C LflW Enforcement and Public

Education on Impacts of Illegal or
Wasteful Fisheries

5.5B Accounting for Incidental
Harvest, of Salmon

High Seas Drilt-Net Fisheries'

Tribal, State and Federal Government
Agencies, Including the Departments of State
and Commerce, as well as Other Public and
Private P~rties , '

1. Use all available authorities to put a.rapid end to all
high seas drift-net fisheries. The Council commends
Congress for its prompt ratification of the United
Nations resolution calling for an immediate, general
abandonment of drift netting.

5.5 OTHER HARVEST
MEASURES

5.5A Review Sport Fishing
Regulations

Pacific Fishery Management Council and
North Pacific Fishery Management Council

1. Report to the Northwest Power Planning Council on
the incidental harvest of Columbia River salmon in '
oth~r fisheries under their respective jurisdictions.

. Review with the PoweI Council the magnitude of
the interceptions and potential for limiting or reduc
ing such interceptions, including the use of guide
lines for incidental harvest in those'fisheries: '
Incidental catches shouid be estimated, and the
number of salmon caught applied toward the appro
priate salmon harvest quota.

t

State Fishery Agencies

1. Re-examine sport fishing regulations, including
trout fishing regulations, in weak stock areas ahd
adopt catch-and-releas';regulationS, closures or oth
er measures as needed t.o protect depressed popula
tions. Complete the review of needed changes in '

I sport fishing.regulations with the Council before the
1993 sport angling season.
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5.5F Unified Reporting 'of Harvest
Data /

Reporting of commercial and sport salmon harvest,
as well as dam passage information and spawning sur
veys, is scattered among a variety of jurisdictions. 1his
information is needed by the Council, all of the involved
agencies and tribes, and the public, all of whom must
expand substantial effort to &ather the information each
year.

National Marine Fisheries Service

1. Prepare and circulate a unified report by June 1 of
each year on harvest and escapement of various
salmon and steelhead stocks in the Columbia Basin.

Idaho
2. Report to the Council by March of each year the

number and species of anadromous fish harvested
whether hatchery, wild and naturally spawning.

,

\
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